It all started with a shipment that got stuck in customs. When the appointed handler could not free it up, GAC could. So began 15 years of partnership in which GAC has become much more than a simple freight forwarder. Today, we are the client’s strategic partner – trusted to improve the entire supply chain, handle door-to-door deliveries and provide a range of value added services. In particular, we keep the Europe-Far East trade lane and Intra-Asia traffic to factories running smoothly.

**Total Supply Chain Solution for a Top Tier 1 Supplier**

A case study of GAC’s door-to-door automotive logistics services to multiple factories in Asia

It all started with a shipment that got stuck in customs. When the appointed handler could not free it up, GAC could. So began 15 years of partnership in which GAC has become much more than a simple freight forwarder. Today, we are the client’s strategic partner – trusted to improve the entire supply chain, handle door-to-door deliveries and provide a range of value added services. In particular, we keep the Europe-Far East trade lane and Intra-Asia traffic to factories running smoothly.

**End-to-end services**

- Air freight
- Sea freight (FCL & LCL/ Buyers Consolidation)
- Pre and post carriage
- Loading & stuffing
- Customs clearance
- Customs brokerage
- Duty & VAT outlay
- Implant service
- Purchase order management
Delivering efficiencies & adding value from end-to-end

Control of the entire supply chain gives GAC complete visibility from pick-up to final delivery. By analysing every aspect of the process from pre-carriage through to post-carriage, we developed a robust, leaner model to achieve greater efficiencies with reduced Lead-Time and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for the client.

**Synergy of Strategic Partnership**
GAC is solely responsible for optimising the entire supply chain – offering high reliability as the strategic partner while freeing the client to focus on their core competencies.

**Sustainable Cost Reduction**
In-line with the TCO philosophy, our door-to-door solution reduces costs through operational improvements rather than savings from freight costs which are market dependent.

Our excellent relationships with port authorities help avoid costly delays, whilst Value Added Services such as Duty & VAT outlay further help improve the customer’s cash flow.

**Dedicated Resources**
Not only does our Implant staff relieve the plant buyer for all its purchase ordering logistics needs, our dedicated Global Control Tower customer service team monitors every single shipment 24/7. They communicate pro-actively, issuing early alerts of unforeseen circumstances which can delay or even halt the production line for the client to action upon.

**Total Visibility at Part Level**
Operations are supported by GAC’s proprietary, customisable Track & Trace system. It offers tracking on part level, allowing the production line planner to schedule machine and staff accurately and efficiently.
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**GAC Automotive Logistics**
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Delivering your strategy.